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Hello and welcome to our February #SOchats.  I'm Naomi Chaitkin Nimmo, the Executive 
Director.  We started this monthly chat room so we can answer your questions and talk about the 
orchestra and the response has been great!  Please keep the comments and questions coming. 
Thanks. 
  
Let's start off by oohing and aahing about last weekend's concert. Wasn't that beautiful? The 
orchestra played stunningly. Wojciech brought the music all together with his usual magic. And then 
there was Yuriy, the master of the violin. There's your oohing and tear wiping. 
  
Now for next week: Wednesday, Feb 21, Wojciech will be entertaining and educating us with his Eine 
Kleine Music Lounge talks at the Library on Trolley Road.  If you haven't been to one of these, you're 
missing a fireside chat with a dear friend.  Wojciech makes music fun.  Seriously, he could talk for an 
hour about the garbage strike of 1912 and you'd be mesmerized. 
 
The Encore Series continues on Feb. 23, the 4th Friday of the month 
[changed from the 3 rd Friday]  at Coastal Coffee Roasters.  This is a toe-tapping, free event not to be 
missed.  This month's theme is "Beatles & Bossa" featuring the #SO Jazz Septet.  This is a wonderful 
opportunity to enjoy great music in a smaller venue. 
 
Here are the topics for February 
 
Q:  How do you pick the music the orchestra plays? 
 
A:  This is a continuation from last month.  If you missed Part 1 click herefor that information. 
 
In considering dates for concerts, we also have to take into account how many concerts we want to 
include in the season. As you know, we went from four concerts in the 2016-2017 season to five 
concerts this season. After consideration of audience and musician response to this increase, we are 
favoring continuing with the five-concert subscription series for next year. 
Here's a general disclaimer: Everything's subject to change, hopefully with notice. That's why I said 
"favoring." 
So, right now we're still waiting on confirmation of dates. 
The music is now being considered. There are several ways we go about this. 1) Pick a major piece 
or composer for each concert, an anchor of sorts. That would determine the rest of the program and 
most likely the title of the concert; 2) Think of a catchy title for a concert. Since we were doing a 
concert in April, we thought of April in Paris and came up with French music and other music that is 
influenced by French composers; or 3) Choose a soloist and ask which piece he/she would like to 
perform. Of course, we have to like the piece and the instrumentation.  That's what happened 
with Here's Yuriy.  So, which process does our Music Committee use? All of them. We may start with 
one way, get excited about it but at our next meeting, can the whole thing and start over. Luckily, we 
all get along really well and never take offense if someone doesn't want to choose a certain piece. 
Right now we're listening to a bunch of suggested pieces. At our next meeting we'll discuss them 
(including the cost of rental or purchase). To be continued... 
 
Q: Are you staying at Summerville Baptist Church or moving to the new Rollings Middle 
School of the Arts Performing Arts Center? 
 
A: The truth is we don't know yet.  

http://files.constantcontact.com/44b71bfb001/d4b1bfd4-af9f-4bbb-afcd-1a38970c75be.pdf


 
Because we sold out both Friday and Saturday nights for the 5-concert subscription series in season 
tickets this year and we have a waiting list of people who want season or single tickets, we have to do 
something to accommodate everyone but also keep in mind those who love attending the concerts at 
Summerville Baptist. Yes, we're thrilled with the success of the orchestra but it presents a problem 
and there are no easy answers. All I can tell you at this time is that we (the Music Committee, the 
Board of Directors, and the staff) are looking at all possible choices, taking into consideration the 
locations, costs, availability, and the responses to our survey a few months ago. As soon as we make 
a decision, we will let you know. 
 


